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Bio-Inspired Iridescent Layer-by-Layer-Assembled Cellulose Nanocrystal Bragg Stacks†

P. Tzeng, D.J. Hewson, P. Vukusic, S.J. Eichhorn, J.C. Grunlan

Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly was used to fabricate a synthetic analogue of the color producing multilayered structure commonly found in many biological systems, particularly Coleoptera. The resulting iridescent films comprise multiple LbL-deposited layers designed to control color appearance through the materials’ refractive indices and individual multilayer layer thicknesses. The fabricated systems, referred to as Bragg stacks, exhibited very similar optical behavior to the model and the beetle, selectively reflecting the desired color in a narrow band of visible wavelengths and displaying iridescent behavior.

Introduction

The iridescent colors observed in biological systems are notable for their variety and brilliance. The mechanisms that give rise to these colors are of interest to researchers representing a wide variety of primary fields. Many examples of iridescent color are found in Coleoptera. The optically brilliant appearance of many beetles is derived from photonic structures found in the species integument. The simplest form of photonic structure associated with the beetle cuticle comprises very thin layers of two materials possessing contrasting refractive indices (RI). Constructive interference of reflected light, or Bragg reflection, can be achieved by such systems when the optical thickness of each periodic layer is on the order of λ/4 and the viewing angle is close to 90°. Successful, affordable fabrication of such structures could make Bragg reflectors useful for sensing, optical filters, and the widespread replacement of pigment-based coatings. The iridescent effect can only be generated by structural systems and is particularly conspicuous to the human eye, which is appealing to industries where aesthetics are important. The complexity of these structures makes them useful for security, where marks of authentication are required.

Commonly used methods to deposit Bragg stacks include chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD). These techniques are size-limited and have lots of process complexity. Another approach is the use of sol-gel processing via spin coating, dip coating or casting. Despite its simple process and variety of choice in materials, sol-gel techniques suffer from issues of poor uniformity and cracking (heat treatment required for improvement) over larger areas. In order to create a periodic structure with high uniformity, layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition was applied by assembling oppositely charged materials from water. The variety of materials that are available and the simple process (i.e., aqueous solutions under ambient conditions) makes LbL assembly a useful method to fabricate Bragg reflectors. Rubner et al. were the first to demonstrate the ability to generate structural color using LbL deposition. Over the past two decades, the LbL assembly technique has received significant attention due to the manner in which precise control of film structure is possible through adjustment of solution concentration, pH/ionic strength, temperature, molecular weight, and deposition time of the aqueous deposition mixtures. The multifunctionality of LbL assemblies enable its application in drug delivery, gas barrier/separation, biosensing, wettability control and flame retardancy. Most importantly, this simple deposition process makes industrialization possible, with the potential for scaling up to a continuous dipping or even a continuous spraying process.

In this study, layer-by-layer deposition was used to fabricate uniform Bragg stack optical reflecting systems, similar in form and behavior to the layered structure responsible for the color appearance of the *Chrysocroa rajah* beetle. Mimicking such beetle cuticle so closely suggests that this simple, aqueous and environmentally-benign methodology could be used to mimic other natural structures (e.g., mother of pearl). The refractive
index (RI) of each assembled layer was controlled by combining two materials in appropriate proportions in each layer. Thickness was controlled by varying the number of cation/anion deposition cycles, known as “bilayers” (BL), within each layer. The high RI layer (layer A) comprised 13 bilayers of cationic polyethylenimine (PEI) and anionic vermiculite clay (VMT), as shown in Fig. 1a. Electrostatic bonding between PEI and the face of VMT platelets, forces the high aspect ratio disks to deposit parallel to the substrate, forming a dense layer. The low RI layer (layer B) comprised 40 BL of cationic colloidal silica (SiO₂) and anionic cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). CNCs were selected because they are renewable, have an intrinsic anionic surface charge and high aspect ratio (~18). These features produce highly porous assemblies with colloidal silica to create a low refractive index. While CNCs have been successfully used in LbL assembly to produce anti-reflective films, this study demonstrates their first use with LbL assembly to produce iridescent, biomimetic, Bragg reflectors.

The growth profiles of the Bragg stack LbL assembly process are shown in Fig. 1b and 1c. Thickness and refractive index of the PEI/VMT and SiO₂/CNCs combinations as a function of bilayers deposited. Error bars indicate standard deviations from the mean.

Results and Discussion

The growth profiles shown in Fig. 1b and 1c show the evolution of film thickness and refractive index as a function of the number of bilayers deposited in the stack. This information is given for both PEI/VMT and SiO₂/CNCs, respectively. Both systems exhibit linear growth, which is typical for bilayers containing nanoparticles. The relationship between the number of bilayers and RI was not linear and evolves differently in each case. The RI in PEI/VMT shows greater consistency after 10 bilayers, whereas it ranges from 1.65-1.66. SiO₂/CNCs show a gradual decrease in RI with increasing bilayers before leveling out from 20 to 60 bilayers, ranging from 1.40-1.42. It is in these bilayer ranges (above 10 for PEI/VMT and above 20 for SiO₂/CNCs) where consistent Bragg stripes can be deposited.

Modelling of various thickness and RI values taken from the growth profiles revealed a combination for a stack that would lead to bright reflectance in the green region of the visible spectrum. The thicknesses and RIs for the A and B layers (see Fig. 1) were 91.4 and 288 nm, and 1.7 and 1.40, respectively. The structures of the stacks were characterized using SEM and TEM and compared to the layered system in the integument of a C. rajah beetle. Fig. 2a is an image of the cross-section through a structurally colored elytron of a C. rajah beetle. The periodicity visible in Fig. 2a is derived from the alternating light contrasted and dark contrasted layers aligned parallel to the elytral surface. This differential contrast is associated with differential uptake of the staining chemicals in the elytron during TEM sample preparation. In the beetle itself, the high RI is understood to arise from regions rich in melanin compared to the regions low in melanin content that are associated with low RI. The TEM images of cross sections of the fabricated set of films, comprising alternating light contrasted and dark contrasted layers, is shown in Fig. 2c and 2d. Upon closer inspection of the A layer (Fig. 2d), a distinguishable laminar arrangement of VMT (the darker lines) and PEI can be discerned. The curvature in the layers is understood to be a result of the microtoming process where sample sectioning and exposure to water may compromise the structural integrity of the film. Fig. 2b is a SEM image of a cross-section of an (AB)₂₅A film, providing information about the B layer structure not discernable in the TEM images. It confirms the dense laminar structure of the A layers. The colloidal silica and the CNCs have formed an isotropic porous structure. This was one of the intentions of the fabrication process because such porosity helps to generate a low RI due to an averaging of the RIs of the solid material and air.

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the Bragg stack LbL assembly process. Thickness and refractive index of (b) PEI/VMT and (c) SiO₂/CNCs combinations as a function of bilayers deposited. Error bars indicate standard deviations from the mean.

Fig. 2 (a) TEM cross-section image of the elytra of a C. rajah beetle. (b) SEM cross-section image of the (AB)₂₅A film. TEM cross-section images of the (c) entire (AB)₂₅A film and (d) a single A layer. Scale bars in all images represent 100 nm.
C. rajah beetle’s elytra exhibits a green appearance with a slight blue reflection at the edge, where the surface curvature gives rise to a greater incidence angle (Fig. 3a). The fabricated Bragg stacks appear green to the human eye, as shown in Fig. 3b. The stacks were prepared with varying (AB)ₙA combinations. Each stack combination is separated by a tie mark that runs horizontally across the film. The tie marks are created by the small differences in height between solutions into which they have been dipped. Lower color reflectance around the edges of the film is a result of water run off during the washing and drying process. Air blown onto the film pushes the water outwards and downwards, thereby increasing the area of lower color reflectance down the film. Unlike the C. rajah elytra, the LbL-assembled film is flat, so iridescence is not discernable until it is tilted. The relatively even green color across a large part of the surface area is a result of the consistency in the layer thicknesses that make up the stack and produce a relatively narrow reflection band (Fig. 3c). If the layer thicknesses varied during fabrication, a broader reflection band would result and appear more optically saturated to the observer.

Fig. 3 Photographs of the (a) C. rajah beetle and (b) LbL-assembled Bragg stacks showing 4 different stacks with 13 [(AB)ₙA], 21 [(AB)ₙ0A], 25 [(AB)ₙ2A] and 29 [(AB)ₙ1A] layers (or stripes) of varying RI. (c) Reflection spectra taken from a green region of a C. rajah elytron and the fabricated (AB)ₙA stack. Color plots showing reflection as a function of wavelength and incidence angle for the (d) (AB)ₙA film and (e) C. rajah beetle.

The data set in Fig. 3c shows reflection curves for both the C. rajah beetle and the LbL-assembled Bragg stack (this stack is representative of all stacks (AB)ₙxA) and the modelled data. Fig. 3d and e show normalized dispersion plots of reflection as a function of wavelength and angle of incidence. Discernable in each plot is the blue-shift of the peak reflection with an increasing incidence angle. This behavior is indicative of the iridescent optical behaviour of each system. The shift is stronger in the fabricated Bragg stack, with its peak reflected wavelength shifting ~110 nm (compared to ~70 nm for the C. rajah for the same change in angle). The iridescence of the LbL-assembled Bragg stack is comparable to multilayer films produced by magnetron sputtering and stronger than films with incorporated microlenses.

Conclusions

Thin, multilayered, structurally-colored films incorporating polyelectrolyte/clay and colloidal silica/cellulose nanocrystals layers were prepared by LbL deposition. This multilayered stack was tuned to exhibit similar optical properties to that of the integument of the C. rajah beetle. Layer composition produced the appropriate refractive indices and layer thicknesses were controlled by the number of LbL deposition cycles. The structure within the films comprises alternating low and high RI layers with thicknesses on the order of visible light. The fabricated film appears green, possessing a narrow reflectance band matching both the optical model and the C. rajah beetle. As expected, the film is also iridescent since the reflected wavelength blue-shifts with increasing incidence angle. This water-based deposition technique is simple and can be scaled up to a low cost continuous process.
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The Layer-by-Layer fabricated systems exhibited similar optical behavior to the Coleoptera beetle, reflecting the desired color and displaying iridescent behavior.